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Happiness is being not hard !

The

OBSERVER

UNIVERSITY OF MAINE AT PORTLAND - GORHAM
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Gorham Dorm Students Win Right to Vote;
FinalHurdle Yet to be Cl eared Thoug h
'

'

Court Ruling Only "Temporary" as Maine
Court Awaits Federal Decision on Students
Three Gorham students have won (at least temporarily) the right t o vote in the t own as a result of a recent
ruling by Judge Edward Gignioux in the students' suit
against the twon over their ri~t to register. Dave Marshal, Tom Wheeler, and Fred Conti (See Sept. 10th
OBSERVER for Conti's story) challenged the town's
refusal to allow them to register recently and were
given the right to vote in Gorham last week in a court
decided hassle. Their ballots, along with any other shldnets who regist er under this ruling, will be held separate from other voters and will be provisionally counted
depending on the -outcome of another Federal Court
· · challenge elsewhere in New England., If the ballots of the
students are enough to affect the outcome of any question in the town, then Gignioux will rule on whether they
should be 'counted ' now or until the other courts rule
on the student voting rights cases.
At this time only a dozen students will be affected but
should their challenge stand up;it would mean that all
UMPG students living in-town 6 months or more are entitled to register and vote in Gorham as a Maine and
Gorham citizen. Recently in Massachusetts the Attorney-Ceneral ruled that all college town students; dorm
or otherwise off-campus, were entitled to enfranchisement in the college town. Should the ·courts uphold a
ruling such as that would add a potential 1200 student
voters to the Town of Gorham's rolls.
Earlier this year a Mass. Federal Court ruled that students can choose their own voting residence as long as
they meet the requirements ..of the town. At present
the Town of Gorham requires only 6 months of residency
as the fulfillment of voting rights. The Town argues, however, that students don't count as residents.

-Abs en-tee
Vot·ers:
As Election Day, November 2, draws near, those students who are voting by absentee ballot should be aware
of several things. Your Absentee Ballot must not be
marked on prior to the time you sign it in the presence
of a JP or a Notary Public, or it will be invalid. On the
Gorham Campus persons can see Electa Brown in the
Business Office in Corthell Hall or Jerry Sullivan in Financial Affairs, or Larry Jacobs in the dorm. Sullivan
will be in the dorms Tuesday evening, Oct._26.
Andre..,s-Robieiri Robie Center, 7:00- 7:30 p.m.
UptoIHiastings, 7:30 - 8:00 p.m.
Towers, 8:00 - 8:30 p.m.
Anderson-Woodward at Anderson, 8:30 - 9:00 p.m.
Anyone with questions or an absentee ballot to sign
should take advantage of Mr. Sullivan:s servlces during
these times.
Anyone who has not received an absentee ballot in _
the mail from their town can pick one up in Kathy
Monohan:s office in the Student Lounge. A REMINDER
your absentee ballot must be returned to the polling
place in your town by 3: 00 p.m. on Tuesday; !"Jovember 2.

Debaters Take Top SpotFor the second consecutive year the UMPG Debate
Team took top horiors at the annual Southern New England Invitational Debate Tournament held at Bridgeport University this past Week-end. Over 28 East Coast
teams entered including UNH, NYU, UMass, Coulumbia,
URI,.and Emerson. This years' UMPG was composed
of Bob Berry of Old Town, Celeste Saucier of Lewiston,
Donna Hamm of Acton, and Eric Johnson of Center

Ossippee, N. H.. Bill Murphy was to have competed
with the team but was hospitalized shortly before the
meet and had to withdraw.
Both Bob Berry 311d Celeste Saucier won the best
speaker trophies for the Affirmative and the Negative
sides respectively. In all the team carried home 5
trophies including the Tra,velling Trophy which now
makes its permanent home at UMPG

Revie·w ·c o.mmittee Resolves
It would appear that the confusion regarding faculty
representation on the Procedural Review Committee will
be resolved this week in a manner satisfactory to all.
There will be a new election.
The difficulty arose when three Liberal Arts faculty
were elected to the committee -- Yves Dalvet, French;
lincoln Fish, Mathematics; and William Slavick, English.
The gqvernance document limits representation from a
single_School or College to two. Or it did originally.
However, administration changes permitted three nominations from large Schools or Colleges and the faculty
apparently voted in the belief thafthe four with the
highest votes would join the committee.
- Initially, the Election Commissioner, Al Roberge,
certified all three Liberal Arts· candidates as winners.
When the apparent discrepancy was pointed out, it was
soon ·discovered that no .one is empowered by the document to .adjudicate differences of interpretation of the
document.
When, on the basis of a legal opinion that the document could be read consistently, Mr. Roberge changed
the certification of Mr. Slavick to David Halperin of the
Law School last Wednesday, it appeared for a few hours

that the matter might be resolved by a Council Arbitrati,
committee.
But when Mr. Halperin recommended that the Procedural Committee sett).e·the matter itself in the absence
of himself and Mr. Slavick and chose not to agree to Mr.
Slavick's counter-proposal which would have assured
four faculty votes or tabling of matters where the fourtr
vote would be 'decisive until the matter was resolved, it
appeared by Thursday, the day of the committee's first
meeting, that the committee could not meet at all.
The matter was quickly resolved Thursday morning,
however, when President Calisti recommended that Mr.
Roberge accept an earlier proposal by Mr. Slavick that
the faculty ballot anew, with a clear indication on the
ballot that only twc:1 from a School or College could be
elected and identification of candidates by faculty.
Meanwhile, Mr. Slavick has circulated a lett~.r to the
faculty asking those who supported him to casf•writein votes for a third Liberal Arts candidate are wasted.
Ironically, absenteeism and anticipation of the revote turned the first committee meeting into an informal discussion of the committee's work.

Editorials

Letters...
Apathy Triumphs at Last !

To the Editor:
At last apathy triumphs! Scott Alloway has said
that the present Observer staff will not be imiolved in
newspaper work next year and that if nobody new comes
along there will be no Observer. He, and the staff, may
be denied their brief moment of revenge next fall , h owever, when the Observer passes unmourned.
the buildings is the primary standard on which all deciI, for one, will be glad to see it go, nothing is better
sions must be based. Where do students rate in this unithan
what we have now.
versity anyway?
Scott
has, in fact , very preceptively analyse·d the proThe Security Cops have a well-deserved reputation
blems. The same issue contains a prim example of what
for friendliness, efficiency, and fai r play (not necessaris wrong with the Observer, an example which borders
ily in that order). It is a shame that administrative shorton the ludicrous . An Observe r staff member, under the
sightedness has changed them from policemen to buildheading " Disgusting Apathy" berates the students for
ing watchers. Not only does this bother students but it their apathy and unwillingness to speak and yet refuses
also harms the morale of these men.
to sign his own name!
We assume it is not too late to rectify this and place
We're better off without journalism of th at nature .
the Security back into the Student Affairs office. We
Lawrence Jacobs
hope necessary steps will be taket1 to correct the error.

Campus Cops or Watch men
As of approximately two months ago, the Campus Se~urity of the Gorham Campus was removed from the Office of Student Affairs and placed under the Physical
Plant Department.jurisdiction, thus making their job protection of buildings rather than students. This situation
is unique in the Super-U system .
It may seem like a petty administrative shuffle with no
meaningful implication to students, but this ch·ange can
result in a real hassle for you. According to a directive
already .received by the security officers they cannot leave
the campus to aid a student. The buildings must take precedence. Apparently the calculable money invested in

Free Baptists Attack. .. !

=-

Armies of Asini ne Assemble
The forces of Ridicul ousness and the Armies of the
Asinine seemingly have asse mbled at this U of M campus dedicated to the idea that the only way we can succee d as a Universi ty is to destroy our enemies within and
rise from the ashes like a Phoenix. The result is the erosion of student, fac ul ty, and administ ra tive morale at
UMPG. Le t's look at our situation.
A certain small group of faculty and ano ther equally
small group of students have been flin ging mud and other.
abuses at each other fo r well over a year now. It is certain that neither of these groups represents the vast majori ty of their respective compatriots but circumstances
are such that the two hosLile parties have ready access
to some form of mass me dia---the press and the podi um.
The result is a growing feel.ing of misunderstanding, distrust , and ignorance . Alienation sets in , and apathy triumphs over all.
With apathy setting in upon us , we find the wa rriors
engaged in battle procl aiming the importance and th e
need· of them . Yet fe we r and fewer people lis ten, and
the result is a university that merely is a su per-high school.
And wh en those who are left try to warn of the situation,
other persons (the local intellectuals?) respond in such a
manner that it makes us wonder if they ever even understood what we've been trying to say.
In the Letters ... column you'll note a response from a
student in regards to the potential demise of the studen t
"press" next fall at this university. We think the writer
got the wrong impression of what we were saying. We
don't expect to sit •grin'ningly back and extract some mea-

sure of revenge when the papers slip into nothingness next
Fall. We' re just saying that their present status is a result of neglect by students on both campuses.
A paper is not a political party , a fraternity , a personal
hol ding, or anything of that nature. It is an organ that
provides the campus with a means of basing honest judgemen ts on , providing items of interest that entertain and
educate the reader , gives the reader insights to campus
life , and enlightens the community to what's going on
all around town . It is a university wide organ: Students,
fa culty, and administration . It should and must serve
them all.
This is evidence enougl1 that damns the current collections of UMPG journals to oblivion. To change it we
must get ou tside help. Otherwise it will be a long time
until the university as a community will be able to read
a newspaper that really is a newspaper.

O~ERVER
UMPG
l>ortlanct, Maine
Gorham, Maine

Published and operated by the studen t s of t h e
Univ~r-sity of Maine at Portland-Gorham. The
p ub li cation or use o f ma terial 'a ppea ring in
THE OBSERVER may be ac co mpanied by
a credit line . It is not nece ssary to contact
the editors for permission,.

Dear Editor:
I was recently , along with a friend , set upon by guerrillas of the Free Baptist Forces. Ken and I sat talking
on the steps of Anderson Hall when we we re approached.
At first I was bothered by the fact that I was in such a
severe state of sinnerdom that they sense d it from across
the campus and came straight up to us. It was then I
found out that tp.e only prerequisite for being a sinner,
or lost soul , depending on how ro mantic you believe the
station to be, was to be born, which makes us all fairly
susceptible. Being sinners, we are conde mned to death,
which I felt left me in pretty good company, considering
all the all too mortal immortals of the pas.t.
' 'Do you want eternal paradise," they teased in all
sincerity, "or everlasting hell, with its gnashing of teeth
and shedding of tears (and various other Biblical afflictions), afte r you leave this world?" The qu estion appeared loaded as I had not agreed to the existence of
anything after this , worl d.
Ken was treating his version of the question on a
much more basic level. " What are your plans fo r after
death? " was how it was pu to him, to which he answered something ab out a hole being- dug, being thrown in,
and proceeding to rot.
Either I didn't wish to offend these poople who had
taken it upon themselv.es to offen d me, or I still worry
about the possibility of being struck dead for blasphemy,
for I was not quite so blunt. I explained how " doing
good" in this world shoul d not be dictated by a threat
of punishment or of salvation (large scale child psychology).
I thought the principles of the Bible worthwhile witho ut
insisting that their origin be a burning bush, or that certai_n people, for their piety, are as unpalatable to whales
as to me.
I was asked if I knew what a "St. John" was, (animal , vegetable , or mineral). I answered v,ith J ohn 3: 16,
one of the lines of that and predictable reaction ...
perhaps this wretched sinner had within him the elemen t
needed for fo rgiveness . To make a long sto·ry short,
in half an hour no parting of the clouds , no heavenly
multitude , no shining light had made itself manifest,
and I remain a hopeless, ungrateful Doubting Thomas
(for want of a term stronger than doubting), relatively
happy in my degeneracy.
Sincerely ,
David Lewis

Give the Cours~ a Chance !
Dear Editor:
I am student teaching at the Village School now .
Next semester I'll be at Gorham, completing my second
major, in Science. I had planned on taking ilie course
History of Bio. to discover that it won't be offered as
of Jan. I feel that this is poor planning for the student
body as a whole. The Bio. Dept. says that they (eel that

(cont. on page 7)
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SMC Presents Plans Buse.s
"The Great Price Freeze Hoax" will be a special
program presented by the Student Mobilization
Committee. It will feature George Basley, a
radical trade unionist, and Tobah Singer, a member of the National Clearinghouse on thewageprice freeze. The program will be at 7:30 p.m.
on Wednesday in Bailey 104 at Gorham.

Following a successful turnout of students and adults
to the showing of "the Selling of the Pentagon", _the
~tudent Mobilization Committee has announced that
tickets may be, purchased for transprotation to Boston
for Saturday, November 6.
November 6 has been set nationally as a day of massive regional antiwar demonstrations. New England
communities will converge on Boston Common for a
march through downtown Boston. The demand for
"Out Now 1" will be raised by thousands, and, hope- ,
fully, millions. The march promises to be a successful
attempt at focusing public attention on major anti-war
and interested persons are wilcome to attend the demonstration and march. Tickets are $3.50 each (round-trip),
and may be purchased from Evelyn Greenlaw, 6 Andrews
Hall, Gorham Campus, or by calling Bruce Kimball at
772-0076.

Oct. 26, 1971
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Budget Draws Fire
From Faculty Foes

The 1971-1972 UMPG Educational and General Budget may have many valid uses. But one of them is not
to answer questions the faculty have raised about budget priorities in 1971-1972.
First, no 1970-1971 figures, as requested by the· ..
Liberal Arts faculty, have been included. This omis~io1( ,.,
is not easily defensible in view of the readiness t~ pro- · ?>
vide amounts of increase in every category. And working from these increase figures, it is impossible to know
if the instructional budget has really been cut or not.
The Vice-President of Academic Affairs, deans who
don't teach or teach only part-time and are otherwise
always recognized by the Administration (and everybody else) as Administration, and all faculty and dean's
·1
secretaries are lumped in the instructional budget. So
the instructional budget increase of $82,330 must be
reduced by v dollars for the Academic_Vice-President's
salary and staff, W dollars for the portions of dean salaries spent deaning, X dollars for the 2.6% raises to
The supposedly fractious faculty sounded like coofacult•·, Y dollars for classified employee salary increases,
ing doves last Thursday when the Faculty Affairs ComZ dol ·s:. for additional classified employees' salaries,
mittee met for the first time. The committee includes
and,
who knows, perhaps by many more dollars for
)ne representative from each of the twenty-eight departall
the
secretarial salaries if they were not figured in
nents as well as the Academic Vice-President ex officio.
the
same
way last year. Neither can one tell whether
Under the temporary chairmanship of Council Chairthe
normal
balance of high retirement sal.aries against
man Parker Albee, the committee went into executi~e
new
faculty
salaries plus promotion increases pertains.
session for 45 minutes to discuss its responsibilities, orThe
cut
co_
u
ld
be sinall or astronomical.
ganization, and ways it would refer its proposals to the
Why
could
Mr.
Bullock not give us somewhere in
faculty at large. During this session, Academic Vicehis
figures
the
number
of faculty last year (including
President Dr. William MacLeod outlined the decisions
administrators
teaching
one class as one-fourth faculty)
that must be reached ey the end of January when a Faand
the
total
salaries
paid
them and the number this
culty Handbook must go to press.
year
and
amount
paid
them
less the 2.6% increase and
Dr. MacLeod concurred in a proposal by English refractions
of
teaching
administrators'
salary increases?
presentative William Slavick that important policy dets. This would tell the faculty part of what it wants to know.
cisions be referred to the faculty at large through hearWithout the 1970-1971 budget, it is also impossible
ings, full faculty meetings, or mail ballots. The Academic
to compare the Administration budget last year with
Vice -President said that he could not accept recommenthis year. Even excluding the Academic Vice-President
dations on such matters as appointments, tenure, and disand deans--an exclusion that radically distorts the
missal without broad faculty approval.
picture, certainly few on the facWty will find it easy .
Before electing officers, the committee voted to reto understand that the burgeoning ,-\dministration
quest either a three-hour course reduction or an $800 .
ranks account for only a $72,000 (Administration plus
stipend
for-the chairman of the committee. Dr. Eugene
John Logan, one of America's foremost poets, will
student services plus operations and maintenance) salary
Schleh, History, narrowly defeated Political Science re- ·
be reading from new and previously published works
increase when President Calisti's salary accounts for virpresentative Jack Pierce, 13-12, for the chairmanship. Dr.
on Friday, October 29. This reading will take place at
tually half of that amount.
Merle
Guay, Mathematics, was elected vice-chairman by
the Portland campus in Luther Bonney Auditorium, at
acclamation and Dr. Allan Smith, Physical Science, se4:00 p.m. This is the first of three such readings to be
cretary by acclamation.
held in conjunction with the UMPG Concert Lecture
In other actions, the c~mmittee established committees
series. The two others in this series being Mark Strand
on
Appointments, Salaries and Duties, Academic Freeand Robert Bly.
dom,
and Budget and Priorities, and requested Dr. Schelb
Mr. Logan is now working on his fifth book. His
to
a4d,ress
a letter to the Advisory Council asking that it
latest, "The Zig Zag Walk", is in most book stores, intable
consideration
of recommendations regarding the
cluding the University's. John Logan was born in Red
new
Governance
Review
Commettee until its first Nov.
Last Thursday President Louis Calisti and VP for AcaOak, Iowa, in 1923. He has digrees in biology and Engmeeting
so
that
Faculty
Affairs
might pass on its recomdemic Affairs William MacLeod met with a small group
lish, is the editor of poetry and photography magazine,
of faculty and students regarding the newly formed Dean
"Choice", and has recieved a Rockefeller grant for writ- mendations to the Council.
ing.
Search Committee Procedural Committee of the College
Poets in this series will try to meet with students
of liberal Arts.
and other interested person~_ilf\,;~rkshop, or some
At the outset he (Calisti) pointed out that unless the
other way. All readings and meetings are open to both
President had a meaningful choice in the selection of the
campuses and the public, in a joint effort by UMPG to
Dean it would make it difficult for him to ;work well
bring stimulating cultural events to the Greater Portwith the new person. He explained that his suggestion
land area. A token fee of fifty cents will be collected
did not preclude the forwarding of three or fewer candiat the ~oor to help defray the expenses.
dates but for him to have a meaningful choice he would
need
at least two other qualified persons to judge the
The Maine Environmental Improvement Commission
is holding a hearing regarding State of M:,ine vs. Gorham
nominee against.
Laundromat at 2 pm, Nov. 4, at the Cumberland County
Summer guidelines regarding selections were just thatCourthouse in Portland. This hearing will deal with the fac1 -guidelines, and they did not pre-empt the right of a colthat the Gorham La~ndromat, owned by Elmer Runyo,
lege to create new procedures for this year.
There will be a meeting of all students enrolled in
1 High St., Sanford, is allegedly dumping all of its effluent
Both the students and faculty at the meeting appeardegree programs in the School of Business and Econointo Tannery Brook with no treatment at all.
mics on Wednesday, October 27, 1971 at 3 p.m. in Room
ed to be persuaded by the President, and Prof. David FulWe urge you to attend this hearing, which is continued
326 Luther Bonney to elect student representatives to
lam urged him to make the same appeal to a special meetfrom the one held on October 13th, in order to support
the following School committees:
ing of the College at a later date. The meeting will be
the State and show the owner of the laundromat that
today in the afternoon at UMP. It will consider Calisti's
1. School Assembly -- 9 students
we will not stand for his contribution to the pollution
proposals.
2. School Long Range Planning Committee - 1 student
of tannery brook, which incidentally runs right across
Discussion again revolved around the number of stu3. Advisory Committee for Innovative Learning Practhis campus_near the soccer field.
tices - 1 student
dents
on the committee but after a repititious debate
The more people that show up, the more chance we
4. Faculty and Course Evaluation Committee - 2 students will have of stopping the laundromat at its sordid activities between two antagonists who had previously argued
This information was obtained from Mrs. Lyn Marx,
before the Procedures Committee and the College meetwho can be reached for further information by dialing
ings, Eddie Beard (who said he spoke for the student
839-4916. Again, we cannot emphasize too strongly
body) conceded the issue.
the need for a large attendance at the hearing Thursday,
It was a surprisingly amiable meeting and near its end
The International Film Series movie this Thursday
Nov. 4. It will be educational and interesting for those
Dr.
Calisti was heard to say "It was the most hopeful
night is Shoeshine, an Italian film made in 1946 by Vitwho attend.
Marcel
Gosselin
moment
I've experien£ed" since coming here.
torio De Sica.

t Af f •
aJrs
FaCu y

c 9 mm.

Mee ts For FIrs t TI me

Poet Logan

~

r-lere Get. 29

·Procedures Comm.
Gets LJPC's Words

EiC Holds Hearing
Re: Gorham Pollution

Business Election

Thursday Movie
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Treehouse Players Present Thcireau
Shows This Weekend, Tickets Available in
Lounge at Gorham, Booth at Portland
by Eric Johnson
As all my readers have undoubtedly noticed, there
is something rather different happening at Russell Hall
this fall. I refer to the timbers, lumber, power saw, etc.
which have been seen at the Bailey Hall end of the theatre building. For those of you who are still mystified
by this all above -- mentioned items are being used in
the construction of the Thoreau set.
Realizing that said set was somewhat unique, and
therefore of some interest, I went to talk to Mike Roderick the set and lighting designer for the show. I
found Mike working diligently on his part of the production, but, managed to get a few minutes of explanation
about the· set.
"When I first began to design the set for the Ni~ t
Thoreau Spent in Jail, I had no definite idea, I didn't
strive toward realism for I felt that the most important
thirrg was to keep Thoreau alive, because he' is. We decided to abandon our usual techniques this time . We're
using one foot square beams instead of 2 x 4's. Where
we have always used a cloth cyclorama we're using tex-tureq wood. This might cause problems with projection,
but the wood, which was donated, is old and has taken
on a silvered quality. More over; the area involved (the
cyclorama covers the whole backwall) is emense. We're
going to be using projections as in the Good Woman of
Seizuan but I've decided not to use the screen to pro'ject on as I felt it somewhat gimicky and feared that
it would detract from the show. The projections are
only used to suggest sense. I'm not trying to build concord square on the stage. We've done much work with
levels and it seems very effective.
One challenge was to take apart the lumber, previousl~
horsestalls, and reassemble it on an aesthically pleasing
way on the stage.
Per usual, we have a shortage of lighting instruments;
this makes effective lighting difficult but we'll manage as
always . In all, it is very exciting trying to create the
enviroment I want for this play - especially as we're using no gimicks. It is all straight carpentry and so far, it
has been damn good.
.
Everyone has worked together quite well. Actors
director and designer. Nothing is ever_sacred in my designs and we've worked together as a team to get what I
think is a fine set.
The theatre is a chance for everyone to participate.
I personally invite all of you to help on our next productioq, Ethan Fromm. You can tell the girls for me
that the theatre on Russell was the first site of Women's
lib on the Gorham campus. So they can come lend a
hand as well. In fact, some of the best stage crew personel are women and everyone here carries an equal
share of the load.
I see the next play as a real opportunity to help make
the merger work as the cast and crews will be made up
of students and faculty from both campuses. In the
theatre, everyone works together -- we might not always
agree but everyone usually goes home smiling."
Mike and I chated awhile longer and wandered around
the set. It really looks impressive. As do the rehersals
I:ve seen. The play, The Night Thoreau Spent in Jail,
promises to be a fine production and we hope to see
everyoi;ie at at least one of the perfo;mances. · Those
date~ onee again are Oct. 22 - 23, 28, 29, & 30. Tickets
at /fhe door or in advance in the student lounge and cafeteria.

A professional

ABORTION

that .is safe,

legal &
•
1nexpens1ve
•

can be set up on an
outpatient basis by calling
The Problem Pregnancy
Educational Service, Inc.

215-722-5360
24 hours-7 days

for professional, confidential

acid carina helD.

Bagge "Looks Into" Problem
Taking advantage of an invitation from Towers, Al
Bagge met with students Tuesday evening in the lounge
of Towers. A remarkable number of students were concerned enough to come and bring their complaints to
the attention of Mr. Bagge, who manages the Food Services at Gorham for ARA Services, Inc.
The list of personal gripes covered a wide range questioning cleanliness, quality, and variety. Otie particular
problem which Mr. Bagge resolved to correct was that
serving line for supper has little food left by 6:00 p.m.
and sometimes closes too early for those involved in
athletics. In answer to the questionable lack of variety
he stated that the menu runs .on a "three week cycle."
He did state that not much food is thrown out wruch
obviously accounts for some of the day-to-day repetition.

Meds Meet
Friday Noon
Students of International Meditation will hold an
introductory meeting and lecture for all persons interested in learning about transcendental meditation Fri.
Oct. 29, Rm 101 Bailey, 12 (noon), Gorham Campus.
Transcendental Meditation is a simple technique that
allows one to expand his mind in a natural, effortless
way. It is neither
a religion or a belief but simply a tech.:,
nique whicli helps to relieve stress and strain while giving the body very deep restful sleep. All who con not
attend this meeting but are interested should note that
on Oct. 29, on the Portland Campus (Luther Bonney
Hall), the same introductory lecture will be offered at
7:30 p.m. Rm 326.

A comment was made concerning the necessity of
presenting your Meal Sticker to be allowed to enter
the cafeteria. Mr. Bagge said that the Portland operation (whereby Gorham students.are entitled to cash
equivalence on the Portland campus by presenting their
meal sticker) has partly caused the need for greater contwl this year.
Mr. Bagge listened and discussed the ideas, questions,
and complaints presented. He-ril).tilrally tended to defend the food services operation but seemed willing to
"look into'.' the many problems. Hopefully we will see .
results within the promised next two weeks. The idea
of more. "open sessions" or a possible committee made
up of dorm representatives was suggested and Mr. Bagge
also invited anyone to bring any complaints or compliments to his attention.

Greek Fete Planned
at Gorham
Greek weekend is more than just a weekend at Gor0
ham. The events begin on Wed., Nov. 3, with a smoker
held in Hastings Formal Lounge for all Greeks on both
Portland and Gorham campuses. The following day a
torch will be relayed from Portland to Gorham by some
of the members of the fraternities. Skits will be performed
at 7:30 Thurs. evening in the lounge by both fraternities and sororities. For added entertainment you may
bring your own beverages. Friday afternoon there will
be a frisbee contest open to all. That evening there'll
be an all campus dance in the gym with live entertainment from 8 to 12. Saturdays activities begin at 12:30
with a variety of games until 2:00 when the NESCAC
playoffs will be held down in the soc<;er field. The weekend will come to an end Sat. evening with a keg party
for all Greeks and their dates.

/

JOB WANTED: Teaching at college
(Eng. lit.) or light cleaning(no windows, floors). Available immediately
Contact Dr. Leonard Brill, 646 Douglass, San Francisco 94114
With a sigh of relief, he dropped out. He hung up
his suit coat with patches, his pipe with matches, and
donned beads, beard, embroidered denims and a bowling shirt he got at this auction. He moved into a tiny
apartment, built bean bag chairs and shelves on which
to hang his Huxleys and Hemingways. He bacame a
vegetarian, did Yoga on cushions when the sun rose,
studied macrobiotics on cushions when it set. And like
instant Karma, the star became a chorus boy and that
was that -- the beginning of a beautiful self-indulgent
life.
That was over a year ago, when the well-read, wellbred Brooklyn-boy-turned-English-teacher (American
and English Literature, Humanities, et al), dropped out
to drop in to himself.
Now, he says, moaning ~me of those academic moans,
"I want to drop back in again. I'd like to find a job
teaching somewhere. I miss students. But it's hard to
drop in ..."
And his v.oice trails off to the West Coast where he
lives and he meekly looks down at his ragged t-shirt
wishing, maybe?, it were a little tweedier. You know:
with those terribly academic patches so he shouldn't
wear his elbows out while leaning on tlfat podium.
With memories of three years at the University of
Minnesota, two years at Macalester College in St. Paul,
"that awful year writing a dissertation back in '67," and
those two last years at Stanislaus College in Turlock,
Calif., Leonard Brill, aging in at 35, is the drop-out proi
fessor.
It's happening all over the country. And Brill (please
call him Dr. Brill) ·sonly one of many victims of a bad
academic job market. Money is tight ; contracts aren't

being renewed. Profs take offto di>scover the Better
Life. And even at your own campus, look around you:
you just ·might notice that Professor -- oh-what-was-hisname? -- isn't there anymore . And he hasn't left to ac-'
cept a Better Position at some elegant Eastern school.
He just might be living in the hovel down the block.
Leonard Brill is living in the govel down the block.
"I was disillusioned," he said in"a recent interview. " I
was disillusioned with the fact that decisions on education aren' t made by the students and faculty. The people who are closest to education don't have any say about
it.
'~And," he said, "I wanted a year -- a very private
year -- for myself. I thought it might be a good time
to get away from teaching and get persppctive -on myself and spend some time alone with myself. At first ,.
I felt quite elated and liberated and free . .. "
And now? "Now I'm ready to go back to teaching
because I feel that teaching is the most useful thing I
can do. I miss students. I think that students at college
age are the most interesting. Their sense of their own
potential is greatest at that point. It's that unfilled sense
of usefulness that's the strongest goal I feel in wanting
to return to teaching."
But can a nice Jewish boy, well-studied in the finer
things, leave the acadeinic community, join the other
World, and find real happiness?
' "I get up at 5 a.m. everyday," Brill said. "Then I
go over to the Zen Center and sit in the lotus position
for 45 minutes. I work from 7 a.m. til 2 p.m. as a proof
reader. lt'.s no more hack work than reading student
themes, except-· "he said rather sadly, "•· except
there aren't any students."
But after going from tweeds to beads, Leonard Brill
ham't been fulfilled . He wants to go back to school.
And he -- the drop-out professor-· is like the drop-out ·
student. Both tire of the educational system and affect
a deliberate liberation that often becomes dishabilitation.
For Brill, that forced freedom became tedium, and academic unemployment became unenjoyment.
But some good has come out of his self-imposed Sabbatical. "I have explored an education I have never explored," he said. "I was always very tied..it o language -·
a head-consciousness-that was bred in graduate school.
And I wanted to explore new languages. Vegetarian cooking, Yoga, Zen, the guitar -- they've all become new languages. But when the school year was over last June,"
he said, "I realized that I had spent a year not being in
a classroom."
Leonard Brill -- Dr. Leonard Brill -- is looking for a
job. He can teach English lit, humanities, and some other subjects, too. And he can do light cleaning (no
windows or IIoors). Contact him.

the doctor's ·bag
QllESTION: What are the symptoms of daibetes
("sugar")? I have the following symptoms: My eyesight
has worsened in the last three months in spite of the
fact that in the pasti 11 years my vision has been stable.
I have also been craving food even after a meal. I have
been drinking large amounts of water and have had periods of exhaustion and muddled thinking during the day.,
ANSWER: You have listed a number of.the cardinal
signs and symptoms of untreated diabetes. You should
hasten to a doctor immediately as a dangerous situation
can develop if you do have diabetes. Other signs may
include frequent infections, wei!ft loss and frequent
urination.
·
When there is a history of diabetes in one's family
it is wise to be tested periodically and to be on guard
for symptoms of the disease. A deficiency of insulin,
a product of the pancreas necessary for utilization of
sugar, causes the difficulty. The disease is treated by
supplying insulin by injection, decreasing the demand
for insulin by changing diet and weil# loss, or by the
use of drugs which change the requirement for insulin.
A combination of approaches is generally used. The
potential diabetic is advised to change diet and lose
weight ifhe is overweight. With good medical care, a
person with diabetes functions quite normally.

and since I refuse to abstain what can I do about them?
(This letter was written by a man.)
ANSWER: Prolonged sexual arousal without release
can cause pain due to the swelling of the testicles. The
swelling is due to vascular engorgement. Abdominal pain
with sexual arousal in a man is extraordinarily rare. A
urologist tells me that it is possibly to have a seminal
duct cyst in the abdomen because of some developmental
abnormality. When the sexual appratus becomes excited
that piece of it which is still inside your belly becomes
excited too but presses against a variety of stru~tures
that hav~ a plentiful nerve supply, causing the pain.
Evaluation by a urologist, including x-rays to show kid. ney function, would be indicated if this symptom persists.

QUESTION: I am planning on having another child
soon and hope to nurse the baby, but have been reading
lately that mother's breast milk has so much DDT in it
that it could not be sold in a store. Is this true? Since
DDT is stored in fat tissues can you get rid of it by dieting?
Also, we eat a lot of liver, heart, etc.; is that where
DDT is stored?
.
ANSWER: While it is true that trace amounts of DDT
can be found in human milk (as well as in cow's milk)
the amount is very small and fortunately not harmful.
The presence of DDT in mother's milk has been used
QUESTION: Can you tell me if picking one's nose
to dramatize the degree to which we have become
often results in an infection or other undesirable effects?
poisoned by a variety of substances along with our enANSWER: Frequent or overly aggressive nose pickvironment. Some women have been frightened into
ing can cause minor nose bleeds. Unless gros~ bacterial
thinking that it is dangerous to breast feed their childcontamination occurs, infection is quite unlikely.
Public nose picking tends to alienate people -- someren, but mother's milk is generally a pure product subtimes an undesirable effect. When performed in private
ject to fewer contaminations than cow's milk.
it does not cause blindness, craziness, loss of hair or
An expert in perticides helped with the following
sterility.
information: Losing weight only tends to concentrate
the amount of DDT in less fat. It has no advantages
QUESTION: During the past couple of months, when- in eliminating the DDT. He also indicated that organs
such as liver, brain, kidneys and heart tend to contain
ever I become sexually aroused, even the slightest bit, I
much less DDT than other parts of the body. At
experienced extreme stomach pains anywhere from a
least in part, this is related to the relative absence of
half hour after arousal until the next day. These pains
fat in these organs.
are very sharp and prolonged. What causes these pains
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PERSPECTIVE
peter cates

Faure-Requiem-King's College Choir and the
New Philharmonic Orchestra, David Wilcocks
conducting-Seraphin---$2;49
This extraordinarily sublime work from the pen of a
composer who was reknowned during the late Romantic period (1880-1890) for his unique , melodically understated, subtle, pre-impressionistic music, is given an absolutely enchanting rea,ding by the King's College Choir
of Cambridge . The work deviates from the traditional
nature of the requiem in that instead of conjuring visions of fiery inferno and the wrath of an angry God it
emphasizes the soul redeeming qualities of human suffering in death. But so much for its philosphical implications. · It is one of those special, super-gorgeous pieces
of music which caresses the listeners spirit whetther the
particular person is an agnostic , atheist, Communist, or
heretic ... or even a true believer.
The work has a particularly unique , secular quality
which harks back to Faure's love of and influence by
the sensuous qualities of Wagner's music and a certain
volupturous character in the writing for strings can be
perceived after listening to this performance (unlike
many other recordings of this same piece), As a boys
choir rather than the traditional female sopranos gives
the music a purer angelic quality. The singing of Robert
Chicolt and John Carol Case has a refreshingly unprofessional quality in that there is a genuine affetcion shown
for the music [something professionals lack}·. Finally
the conductor, David Wilcocks, reveals a solid understanding of the illusory subtleities of Faure's music and
keeps things running smoothly.
A special bonus on the album is Faure's own "Pavane"
which has been recorded several times before in arrangements ranging from guitar to jazz pianos (re: Bill• Evans
and Claus Ogerman) but the one performance which is
still recommended above all others is contained in a collection of mini-classic conducted by Sir Thomas Beecham.
Wilcocks own performance has a certain graceful charm
even though the interpretation seems rather calculated.
The overall musical value of the disk makes it a must for
anyone's collection .

Review:
Thoreau Lives
Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, and Saturday of this
week at 8:00 p.m. in Russell Hall on the Gorham Campus of UMPG the Treehouse Players present The Night
Thoreau Spent in Jail, a play by Jerome Lawrence and
Robert E. Lee, under the able direction of Minor Rootes.
It may be one of the strangest evenings you have spent
in a theatre and, possibly, one of the most thrilling. In
the past the Treehouse has provided us- with such _productions as Royal Gambit, The Crucible, The Good Woman of Setzuan,.and many more too numerous to name
here. Each show seems to be the "show-stopper", the
"piece de resistance", but this time they have absolutely
outdone themselves.
Stagine and lighting were designed by High Honor
Drama Student, Michael Roderick, who has here shown
himself to be a threatrician of the highest order. The
set is more than appealing to the eye; it is useful. It
provides place and time, depth and mood. In combination .with a masterful lighting scheme it contributes enormously to the show.
Dan Lakeman, who brought you the memorable role
of Marco the Magnificent in last year's production of
Carnival, here creates the role of Henry David Thoreau
as only Lakeman can do it. His charisma and grace reflect throughout the entire performance. It is almost
something one comes to expect from Mr. Lakeman. Fortunately, though, he is aware of his power and has learned
to control it somewhat.
Aside from Mr. Lakeman the entire cast of the show
is new to the Gorham stage. Those who deserve particular mention include Tom Gehrig for his extremely articulate characterization of Emerson, a man amazed and
. frightened by his own powers of perception. Karen
Johnson as Lydian Emerson also shows a certain polish
and style in her portrayal of the forgotten wife. Jeff
Carter aI}d Ron Colby, finally, are two actors who should
be watched for future fine performances.
All in all, the entire cast and crew of Thoreau deserve
to be heartily congratulated. Each sequence in the show
is like a finely polished painting or a piece of handicraft
containing a lot of love and a lot of life. Veni Thoreau
et morti!
'
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Council Salaries Are Question

FACULTY
VOICE
j
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• FACULTY VOICEAdvisory Committee: Michael
Selkin, William Slavick, and Theodore Sottery. Unsigned opinions do not necessarily represent the views
of more than one member of the committee.

Slavick Questions
I
.Beard Tactics
PY William Slavick

Does anything more need to be saicl about Eddie L.
Beard and what he repeatedly referred to on WGAN last
Thursday night as "his" newspaper? Perhaps not. At .
most, very little. Well, two things.
Besides being in the best tradition of yellow journalism - at its worst--name calling, character assination,
sensational tre~tment of trivia, bias in every news phrase
--Eddie can't g~t his facts straight. Those he uses, in
distorted forrri, are a very small self-serving selection
. ffom all the facts relevant to an issue. The Liberal
Arts faculty had an orderly, productive meeting at Gorham tast week. Because Eddie violated its rules and
was charged, and because the Arts faculty did not ap. prove his search committee membership scheme, and
because
those he considers his faculty antagonists did
t
'· n,ot tum out to be an isolated obstructionist minority,
as )le thought he had reason to hope they would only
a week before, the "University is in a state of chaos."
Eddie's ' path to salvation reveals his other failing. He
has a very simple-minded view of university governance:
Administrators adhunistrate, faculty teach, and, pre., sumably, ~tudents study, though he usually stops short
of the last one. All too simple, Eddie. Dr. Calisti recognizes that universities are run well by faculty, at
least in England. And most administrators in the United
States consider themselves faculty. But Eddie sees administrators not as first among faculty colleagues but
as "plant managers" ( a direct quote, Eddie). Faculty
are, to quote again, "employees," who may even be
ordered to vote in faculty elections or "their jobs ·should
be in jeopardy." Nowhere,•except in a few isolated
hell-holes, is this the way it is, Eddie.
Just as a hospital chief of staff, however expert,
cannot decide alone whether a hospital should engage
in organ transplants and the patients cannot contribute
at all to such a decision, so are the crucial decisions in
' a University necessairly dependent upon the judgement
of the faculty. Dr. Calisti and Dr. Macleod know this.
The faculty knows it. And all but Eddie and his friends
among the students know it. But to Eddie, it is "the
faculty playing political ball games." And, of course,
faculty are not so different than studarits anyway. A
Ph.Dis "only a 30-page paper," Eddie says. What point
is argument with this?
The unfortunate thing is that just now the University
needs public support. Instead of encouraging it, instead
of asking for support of the income tax because its repeal would be disasterous, particularly to education,
Eddie goes to the public with baseless attacks on the
faculty and the administration. The University deserves
better.

ABORTION ,
QUESTIONS e
For Information and
Referral Assistance Call

ABORTION INFORMATION CENTER, INC.
(201) 868-3745
868-3746
9:00 A!M. to 7:00 P.M.
Monday to Saturday

The governance document provides that the chair- .
man and secretary of the Council "shall be compensated
in some manner commensurate with their duties." At
its initial meeting, the Council determined this to be six
hours released time (or six college credits for a student)
or "1600 for the chairman and three hours released time
{or three hours of course credit for a student) or $800
for the secretary. The Faculty Affairs Committee Thursday requested three hours released time or $800. Undoubtedly, the Viking gang will see to it that the Student Affairs Committee makes an identical request.
Such compensation for University committee work
should not be granted without more careful consideration
elf the roles and duties of the officers receiving compensation and the roles and duties of the councillors and
committeemen as well as other committee officers and
members. The fact that faculty chairmen of prestigious
committees usually receive raises as a result of such duties
that may net several thousand dollars over a period of
29 or 30 years must certainly be taken into account as
well:
Normally--a word which must be underscored here-faculty members serve on committees and as officers
of committees, councils, or senates without remuneration. They are often rewarded with salary increases for
substantial committee work. If the institution is large
and the dities extraordinarily heavy, the senate chairman will be given some released time from teaching. Such
an arrangement is complicated here because so many
faculty have to teach in CED to make ends meet, which
means tither that they should not stand for offices with
heavy duties or that the logical place to lighten the teaching load is the CED part of one's teaching load. University accounting practices would seem to dictate a cash
payment in such cases rather than released time.
It may well be that this year, at least, both of these
chairmanships will require so much time that compensation is merited. · If they do, however, it may well mean
as well that members--or some members--of those bodies
and perhaps chairmen and some members-·of other committes should also be compensated, either in cash or
extra salary increases {Richard Nixon willing). At some

point justice should become a criterion. Perhaps the
size of such responsibilities should be weighed in relationship to those of department chairmen, some of whom
receive less than compensation requested for these two
officers.
On the otherhand, the first semester of this year was
half over before either of the chairmen in immediate
question was elected. Nei1;her required a reduced load
before last week and neither can now reduce his load
for this semester. Any compensation should be adjusted
accordingly, perhaps by providing compensation in the
second semester alone.
The Council secretaryship is another matter. This
officer's responsibility is to keep and publish minutes,
keep files, and supervise distribution of reports. Keeping minutes is no extra responsibility as the secretary has
the responsibility to be present, being a member of the
Council. Publishing minutes is a matter of two or three
hours per meeting at most. Supervising distribution is
a matter of minutes once a system is established. Keeping files could not require more than an hour per week.
As the committee is unlikely to meet more than 30
times this year and any executive body more than 30
times,it would appear thatthe job requires no more than
150 hours during this academic year. From these hours
must be subtracted any time University secretaries must
contribute should the Council secretary lack any stenographic qualifications, including typing and short hand
skills. The question here becomes quite clear: Is $5
or $6 or $7 an hour excessive by comparison to what
competent professional secretaries at UMPG are receiving as wages?
The Administration should carefully consider the
justice of these requests before granting them-in part
or in full.
As for granting academic credit for service as secretary of the Council, either someone is kidding or, once
more, the faculty and administration have succumbed
to the grotesqueries of the student equality clique. Only
the faculty can grant academic credit and then only for
academic accomplishment. Taking minutes and keeping
files is, of course, not academic accomplishment.

Governance Structures l~perfect;
SAC, FAC, Big C Troubled
After all the uproar last year over the Petrucelli ComThe difficulty the Council faces in fulfilling its mismittee's governance structure, what are the early returns sion was forecast. The chief cause for the faculty's one
on the document in force? In some respects, it is, of
sided rejection of the governance document was fear
course, too early to tell. In others, certain weaknesses
and anxiety regarding the size, constitution, and role
are apparent.
of the Council. Although faculty elected to the CounThe initial weakness is that the document failed to
cil are all good men and true, the faculty election approvide for an implementation committee. The nomina- pears to confirm faculty fears. The leaclers of the faculty
tion process was needlessly delayed last.spring, then im- opposition to the Council part of pie document boycotpossibly hurried. Likewise regarding Liberal Arts noted the election, with the result that the faculty's conminations this fall. A protracted hassle over the Proced- fidence in their efforts last spring is not directly reflectural Review election could have been avoided had the
ed in the Council faculty contigent. Only the choice
ballot been prepared by an expert on the document.
of Parker Albee, who strongly criticized the Portland
There are omissions. The Judiciary Committee's
campus balloting on the document, as Council chairman
present difficulty in determining what code it operates
offers them some consolation. The relatively limited
under should have been clearly provided for in the doboycott of the Council election, however, does not ex- .
cument. And authority should have been placed someplain the lop-sided faculty membership. The 60-strong
where {and this doesn't-necessarily mean the Law School, Gorham campus Liberal Arts contiguent has no represeneither) to adjudicate differences in interpretation of
tation. The Nursing School has none. The Portland camthe document; The apparent need for such an authority pus social scientists, on the other hand, have four of
right now points to the unwieldy amendment process,
the eight. And only three or four of the eight faculty
which requires at least 35-40 days to complete--by the
members are recognized by any number of faculty as
faster route. And a member of the Faculty Affairs Com- their sp_okesmen. Should the Administration's self-apmittee echoed a spring complaint that a 28-man commit- pointed isolation from the faculty at large continue,
tee was considerably too large.
this could have the serious conse~ence of the AdminMore serious are the foreshadowings of difficulties
istration being repeatedly misled by a too small, imbalin Student Affairs and the advisory Council. A handance in the Council faculty contingent. It allowed for
ful of Viking staff members are dominating or providthe possibility, in one case, \of nine voters electing a
ing the swing vote on just about every student commitCouncillor, while over 150 votes for Prof. Hackett were
tee, especially Appropriations, which is a Viking club,
wasted; he did not need them. The chief problem, of
and even on Housing, though Portland has no housing.
course, is the one underscored last spring; The faculty
The delegates the SAC sent to the Liberal Arts Search
seat~ in the Council are too few and the voting method
Procedures Committee were all Portland students and
only exaggerates this problem.
a majority of those were Viking staffers. Apparently,
But the Council the facul_ty rejected is there, and the
.there is no recourse--at least within the governance
reasons for that rejection are concretely apparent with
structure--for the 3000 or so students who may not
the completion of the faculty election. So President
like the Viking's conduct of all student affairs. No reCalisti has asked the Council for recommendations recall or referendum is provided for. Lljce most instances garding the :::;Governance Review Committee. If the
of machine rule, it's all mice and legal. {It's also an
. "rejected" Council's recommendations reflect the Counironic commentary on those complaining that Liberal
cil's membership of eight faculty, eight students, and
Arts democracy doesn't produce the result~ they want.)
(cont. on page 7)
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Cont. fram Page 6
five administrators as well as, perhaps, the Councillors'
vested interest in the continuance of the body, half of
whose members would and all of whose members were
willing to serve on it, it recommends continuance in
office another year. The Review Committee will probably be even less acceptable to the faculty than was
the last one once its proposals were published.
Referring the Governance Review Committee constitution to the Council for recommendations is a mistake . It will be doubly so if it leads to a committee
that confirms the President's informal remarks about
the pre&edent set by the governance document at the
meeting with a group of faculty and students on the
Liberal Arts Dean Search procedures last Thursday.
Some fauclty wondered if Dr. Calisti had forgotten the
bitter spring that followed on the heels of his similar
remarks when he read the Petruccelli first draft.
It is undoubtedly faculty fear of another debacle such
as last spring's that prompted the Faculty Affairs Committee's request that the Council take no action until
the Faculty Affairs Committee's request that the Council take no action until the Faculty Affairs Committee
can make its recommendations to the Council.
It would have been better all around had the President
consulted various faculty, student, and administration
informally regarding that committee rather than the
body upon which opposition to the document focused.
He will now have to choose among two or three or more
or less public recomm~ndations and if he chooses the
Council's recommendations and they reflect the Student
equality in governance "precedent" that has not been
established at UMPG by a temporary, unratified document, the fat is in the fire again.
We urge Dr. Calisti to consult informally on this matter. Asking recommendations from the Council can
only stir up controversy before the Review Committee
is even established and that controbersy will inevitably
reduce his freedom to act wisely.

Letters (cont... )
next semester there won't be a demand for the course.
But they can't be sure! If they don't offer it, no one
will sign up on registration day - of course . I feel they
should give the course a chance! It will definitely be
offered if enough people show an interest. This is why
I'd like this essay printed in the Observer. Why Not?
The History of Science was a fantastic course.
Next semester I'll enroll in the History of Bio. course
with the same expectations. What? - it won't be offered?
I'm a senior now! The administration feels that no one
would sign up for it next semester. They won't even
give it a try! Something can be done - please if you are
taking the course now and find it worthwhile, or, if you'd
like to take it next semester PLEASE contact the Dept.
of Bio. at the Portland Campus. We should have the opportunity to take the course. Why Not!
Thank You
Sincerely,
Miss J. Wilkens

.

.

Mr. Fred Fleise of the UMPG Placement Office will
speak on job opportunities to the Political Science Majors's Association Friday, Oct. 23, at 3 p.m. in 503 Luther Bonney Hall on the Portland campus.
All political science and criminal justice majors are
urged to attend.
10% off on all Orange Dot and Red Dot Albums
with this coupon.

WAX MUSEUM 372 Fore St., Portland

CASCO
COUNTRY
STORES

•

UMPG Jerseys
School Supplies
Sporting Goods
Men's and Ladies'
Clothing

OPEN SEVEN DAYS A WEEK
Mr. G Shopping Center, Gorham

Explanation
for Failures
at Gorham
.

Electrical power on UMPG's Gorham campus was
interrupted for about three hours Sunday morning while
Central Maine Power Company repaired an electrical
splice near the Towers. The repair was part of a scheduled
project by the University Maintainance Department for
upgrading the campus power system before the Winter
months. When complete, the repairs will reduce the possibility of another all campus blackout. A loss of power
service during adverse winter weather would be difficult
to repair and the campus could be without power for an
extended period of time.
The entire Gorham Campus is __9n '-'· single power circuit, making an electrical shutdown of all buildings
necessary while repairs are being made. Plans are being
made to "isolate" sections of the campus, each section
with its own power supply, so that repairs can be made
on one area without interrupting service to other areas.
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Compl:J.t er Center
Offers Language
Course
During November and December, the computer
center will offer a course in the FORTRAN programming language. FORTRAN is a widely-used scientific
language which will solve problems in any disci)line.
The courses will meet at a time convenient to the members. A tentative schedule is 4:00-5:00 every Tuesday
at Gorham and 4:00-5:00 every Wednesday at Portland,
but this time will be changed upon sufficient request.
The first class will meet in the computer center on Nov.
2, at Gorham and Nov. 3, at Portland.
The course will only be held upon sufficient demand.
If interested in attending, please contact Mrs. Marjorie
Force, ext. 386, Portland ,or ext 528, Gorham.
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JSC Wins in
Fin-al Minutes
Johnson State College tripped by a 3-2 score the
University of Maine at Portland-Gorham in a Saturday
afternoon soccer match at Gorham.
Dave Halligan scored the first goal of the game, assisted by Karl Frank.but, the Vermont men took the
lead early in the second period when John Fortin ·and
Billy Baily each countered with a score.
UMPG's Dennis Ela tied the game up early in the
final period. Johnson's Jeff Munford provided the clincher for Vermont with two minutes left in the game.
UMPG now stands 2-4 in conference play and 4-5
overall for the season.

Women Netters

Split Pair

Hockettes Lose First to Bates
The Bates College field hockey team defeated the
UMPG women 2-1 Tuesday in °a heart-breaking game
for the locals. Both teams were undefeated going into
the game. In an earlier meeting this season UMPG tied
Bates 2-2 (it was the first time in 4 years Bates had ever
been scored upon). Debbie Selleck got the first goal of
the game for the blue and gold with a hard drive from
• the top of the circle. Not long after, Bates retali<1.ted to
make the score 1-1. At the end of the first half it was
still tied up and it looked as if the title might have to
be decided in a sudden death or another game at a later
date. Then minutes into the second half a Bates inner
scored on a quick flick from five feet outside the cage.
UMPG threatened right up until the final whistle but
with no luck. Jt was definately the best game of the
season for the Maine women and one they can be proud
of. Standouts were Donna Creighton, Goalie Debbie
Shaw, Michelle Morris, Barbara Jessen and Donna McGibney.

Bowlers Wanted
If UMPG is to have a bowling team we need more
bowlers. See Miss Willard as soon as possible for details.
Our first match is with Westbrook College on Novemb~r
2nd.

Keene Takes UMPG
Invitational Meet
Gorham was the site Saturday· for the Second Annual
Upiversity of Maine Portland-Gorham Invitational Cross
Country Meet.
Nichols State College runner Pete Kavanah won the
race with a time of 26:09 for the 4.9 mile course.
Westfield State College won the entire event with a
team score of47 points.
The team scoring went as follows; Keene State 78,
Lowell Tech. 106, Eastern Conn. State 113, Plymouth
State .121, Worster State 127, UMPG 194, UMPI 219,
Nichols College 263, Salem State 274, SMVTI 289, and
finally Johnson State 323.

· Ski Team Meets
There will be an important meeting on Tuesday, Oct.
26th at 4:00 p.m. at Hill Gymnasium, room 202, Gorham campus for all women interested in a ski team.
Scheduling of practices and pre season conditioning will
be discussed. Anyone unable to make the meeting see
Miss Willard.

839-4000

Features pizzas and Italian sandwiches
;:ree Delivery between 9 and 11 p.m.
with minimum order of $5.00

8:30 p.m.

Open noon to 1 a.m. seven days a week
Adults .... $1.25
each show plays once

Students wanting to accept posts on the Student Activities Sub-Committee (Concert. .. Fine Arts & Lecture ...
Major Weekend ...Coffee House ...Student Union Board)
should leave their name(s) in either the OBSERVER
or the VIKING office along with an address and telephone number where they can be reached ...

Ride Wanted: Saturday and Sunday morning to
Exit 8 (Hojo's, Bradlees) at 9 a.m. to and 4 p.m. ·
Con~ct Ann Tschamler, 23 Robie St., 839-3473

GORHAM, MAINE

M

Applications Now Being Accepted

Anyone interested in becoming a draft counselor,
Please contact Rick Le Vasseur, Rm 610 Tower B, Gorham Campus.

Gorham Playhouse
THE SEVEN MINUTES

The women's tennis team in two matches this past
week came up with a tie and a loss to give them a season's record to date of 1-1-3 .
On Monday against Bates, UMPG's Kathy Downing
and Jan Saurman racked up easy wins against Ann Donaghy (6-2, 6-0) and Dee Dee Crayton (6-4, 6-1) in first
and second singles. Carla Jewksbury and Dee Dee Palanza lost to Sue Oliver and Sandy Boothby of Bates
(6-3, 6-3) in a tough contest in the 1st doubles spot.
In second doubles, Sherry McGowan & Sue Kristenmacher
of Bates defeated Liz Kelley and Nancy Halleck in a
long close match (7-5, 4-6, 8-6). Match score was 2-2.
On Wednesday at Colby College, UMPG took a severe
beating from a far superior squad, 0-3. Playing 1st singles for UMPG, Jan Saurman was defeated by Sydney
Ives (6-0, 6-0). In 1st doubles Nancy Halleck and Liz
Kelley lost to Colby's Sally Hawk and Carol Majdalany
(6-1, 6-2) while the second doubles team of Carla Jewksbury and Nancy Hill fell to Cathy Pomiecko and Vickie
Betts (6-1, 6-3).
In regular season play there is one remaining match
against Westbrook College to be held on the Gorham
campus Wednesday, Oct. 27th.

tel. 839-6062

For Sale: 1966 Mustang Conv. GT good tires new
water pump, cai: is in .great shape. $850. Call Ri~h
642-3216
· . ,
·
·
· . • . '
-

HELP
IS ON THE WAY

T·ERMP APERS

OBSE.R VER
UMPG
Gorham,Me.
Portland, Me.

LARGEST SELECTION
QUICKEST SERVICE
LOWEST RA TES

Subscription rates.
Full year ·· (30 issues)
6 Months
(15 issues)
Monthly
(4 issues)

For Research And Refe~nce Only

NOW AVAILABLE IN MAINE $~.()0
$3.00

$1.00

TERMPAPERS UNLIMITED
OF MAINE
P.O. BOX243
BANGOR,ME.
989-5540

